This report consists of listings of FORTRAN '77 computer programs that implement a new algorithm for fitting a continuous, analytical function to a set of data points. The analytical function is defined in a one-or twodimensional domain that contains the known data points. The fit satisfies the following criteria: (1) it passes through the known data points, and (2) the square of its curvature, integrated over the entire domain of the fit, is minimized.
The major programs, FOURGRID and FOURFIT, are intended to be self-documenting.
These programs and the subroutines that they call have been extensively tested using data sets with up to 50 data points, with satisfactory results. The author is presently preparing a report on the mathematical algorithm that these programs implement. SUBROUTINE FOURGRID(X , Y, F,N, DX , DY,XO,YO , MODE , WORK, NWRK, LX,LY) 1.0 PURPOSE Grids tabulated data in 2 dimensions using FOURFIT.
2.0 ARGUMENTS X -(input) real*4 array of x coordinates of known points, dimensioned (N).
Y -(input) real*4 array of y coordinates of known points, dimensioned (N).
F -(input) real*4 array of function values at the known points, dimensioned (N).
N -(input) integer number of known points.
DX -(input) grid interval in the x direction.
DY -(input) grid interval in the y direction.
XO -(input/output) x coordinate of lower left corner of grid (input or output parameter, depending on value of MODE).
YO -(input/output) y coordinate of lower left corner of grid (input or output parameter, depending on value of MODE).
MODE -(input)
if MODE.eq.1, then XO and YO are considered as input specifications of the minimum x and y values of the output grid.
-if MODE.eq.2, then XO and YO are constructed by FOURGRID so that the grid is centered around the tabulated input data. XO and YO, which still represent the minimum x and y coordinates of the grid, are returned to the calling program.
if MODE has any other value, an error is written and the program is STOPped. message 10. WORK -(output) work and result array that must contain enough storage for all the work arrays used 9. NY -(input) the number of y-dimension frequencies included in the series. The highest frequency in the Y dimension is NY*pi/SPANY.
10. M -work array, real*4 dimensioned (N,N).
11. MWORK -work array, real*4 dimensioned (N,N).
12. V -work array, real*4 dimensioned (N).
13-W -work array, real*4 dimensioned (N).
14. LAMBDA -(output) work array, real*4 dimensioned (N). On exit, this array contains the Lagrange multipliers from the minimization. Computes the radix-2 Fast Fourier Transform, using an in-place algorithm. This program is a duplicate of FFT except that it is coded to access every Mth element of the input array F rather than consecutive elements. Output F in terms of input f is:
where F and f are tabulated transform values that occupy the same storage. i is the square root of -1. S is the sign of the transform, +/-1. N is restriced to be an integral power of 2.
2.0 ARGUMENTS 1. F -(input/output) complex input array, M*N complex elements. The transform is done in place, so the result is returned to the calling program in F.
2. M -(input) the (integer) skipping factor for accessing the array F. If M = 1, then FFT2 does exactly the same operation as FFT, accessing consecutive elements of F. If M = 2, every second element of F is accessed, etc..
N -(input) the (integer) number of elements in F.
The subscripts actually used in this routine are 0 to N-1. N is restricted to take on values of integral powers of 2. If N is not so specified, then an error message is issued and the program is STOPped.
S (input)
forward/reverse transform sign indicator. Must have a value of +1. or -1.. If S is specified with any other value, then an error message is issued and the program is STOPped. 
AUTHOR

CALLS SUBROUTINES:
None.
6.0 USAGE
Notes
This program is more efficient than the FFT for computing cosines at regular intervals. Note that DCT does not compute a complete transform, since the input function is restricted to be a single delta function plus its images. The true transform of the delta functions is not bandlimited, so the use of DCT must be followed by some bandlimiting procedure. When DCT is called by FOURFIT (for which it was originally coded), a factor of 1/(kx**2 + ky**2)**2, which is a strong band-limiting factor, is applied.
Computed Output
The Fourier cosine series computed by DCT is 
